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The research of characteristics of the shear force
transmission between the magneto-rheological fuid layer
a
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Abstract. In order to studying the characteristics of MRF inter-layer shear force, through the
development of MRF inter-layer shear force experiment device, under the action of dynamic
composite field that composed of magnetic field and temperature field, the experiment analyzes
the characteristics of magneto-rheological fluid force transmission between the layers and gain
the inter-layer force characteristic curve, calculated the magneto-rheological fluid particles
inter-atomic forces combined with the theoretical, and the results show that the wheel location
characteristic curve of the MRF shear yield stressis symmetric axisym metric with wheel
location, and the maximum shear yield stress on the axis of symmetry; Magneto-rheological
fluid force characteristic curve moves between the layers mainly depends on coupling degree
between the material properties of the experimental device and ferromagnetic particles of MRF.
Keywords: magneto-rheological fluid; dynamic composite field; inter-layer force transmission;
Shear.

1 Introduction
MRF[1] as a kind of smart material, its internal material is mainly composed of ferromagnetic
particles, base load of fluid and additives [2, 3] that In order to prevent the ferromagnetic particles
from unity and settlement. The transmission principle magneto-rheological Device is based on MRF
as the working medium, the power and motion forms is to rely on two transmission interface between
MRF to deliver, by adjusting the current size of the electromagnetic coil, to control the intensity of the
Magneto-rheological effect, realize the MRF shear stress step-less adjustment.
Magneto-rheological transmission as a new form of power transmission, it not only has the
characteristics of convenient control, low energy consumption, fast reaction (millisecond level), and
the influence of the change of the external environment is very small. Therefore, magneto-rheological
transmission technology is widely used in machine transmission parts of step-less speed regulation,
the execution part of overload protection, mechanical and electrical equipment of soft start and soft
brake, etc [4-7].
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2 Experimental device
Figure 1 shows the experimental device that study the characteristics of MRF inter-layer shear force.

1.Round drum shell 2.Insulation pad 3.Electro magnetic coil 4.Aluminium heater 5.Aluminum alloy thin-walled
cylinder 6.Magneto-rheological fluid 8.Tectum 9.Aluminium heater interface 10.Sealing shaft sleeve 100.The
probe head
Figure 1. The experimental device that study the characteristics of MRF inter-layer shear force.

Figure 2. The four position of the detection head

By aluminium heater to evenly heating of MRF, controllable dynamic magnetic field was
produced by the electromagnetic coil and the space full of MRF to form a dynamic composite field.
Detection head was driven by motor to shear MRF, as shown in figure 2, shear experiments in
different locations of MRF space was test by the fourprobe head.

3 Theoretical analysis
Under the action of shear force, the chain will be straight, but the distance between the ferromagnetic
particlesin the same chain are far less than that between different chain corresponding to the distance
of the ferromagnetic particles, therefore, local magnetization saturation effect and magnetic local
accumulation effect can't be ignored when stress analysis in the same chain, so when suffer from the
external shear force, the chain will be straight, assuming that the number of ferromagnetic particles in
chain remains the same, the distance between ferromagnetic particles will change, because of the local
magnetization saturation effect and magnetic local accumulation effect, make the chain of the
inter-particle distance is not the same as the degree of change, leading to the force is different between
the different position of ferromagnetic particles[8-9] of the whole chain, the stress analysis diagram as
shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Force analysis of any i ferromagnetic particles

In the figure 3, take any i ferromagnetic particles for force analysis object, by the above analysis
can get the interactions between the all magnetized ferromagnetic particles in MRF equivalent at the
attraction between two objects that its core has a magnetic dipole moment of m . Assuming magnetic
dipole moment of magnetized ferromagnetic particle of i is mi , and radius is Ri , on the basis of the
provisions distance between magnetized ferromagnetic particleof

i and i + 1 is d i .

To force analysis between any magnetized ferromagnetic particleof i -1 and i . The magnetic dipole
moment in their globe is:
4πµ2 ( µ1 - µ 2 ) Ri −1
3
H 0 = -4πµ2 k 2 Ri −1 H 0
2 µ 2 + µ1
3

mi −1 =

4πµ2 ( µ1 - µ 2 ) Ri
3
H 0 = -4πµ2 k 2 Ri H 0
2 µ 2 + µ1

(1)

3

mi =

(2)

The acting force between them can be represented as:



τ i′(i −1) =


τ (′i −1)i =

mi −1mi 
ei −1
4πµ0 d i2−1

(3)

mi −1mi 
ei
4πµ0 d i2−1

(4)

'

Rules that τ i ( i -1) was expressed as i -1 force on i ,


ei −1 was expressed as direction from the a

particle i to the particles i − 1 . As a result, they are a pair of action and reaction (of the same size in
the opposite direction).
To force analysis between any magnetized ferromagnetic particleof i and i + 1 , the magnetic
dipole moment in their globe are:
4πµ2 ( µ1 - µ 2 ) Ri +1
3
H 0 = -4πµ2 k 2 Ri +1 H 0
2 µ 2 + µ1
3

mi +1 =
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The acting force between them can be represented as:



τ i′(i +1) =


mi +1mi 
ei +1
4πµ0 d i2

(6)

mi +1mi 
ei
4πµ0 d i2

(7)

τ (′i +1)i =

As a result, they are for a pair of action and reaction (same size in the opposite direction).

4 Experiments and results analysis
⋅

-1
Figure 4, figure 5 and figure 6 respectively are given under the condition of shear rate of γ = 30S ,

temperature of T = 25 C , when the magnetic induction intensity of B = 50mT ,110mT ,170mT ,215mT ,

⋅

the shear rate of γ = 30S −1 ,114S -1 ,196S -1 ,263S -1 , the temperature of T = 25 C ,75 C ,125 C ,160C , the
relationship between MRF shear yield stress and the location of the rotary table.

Figure 4. Magnetic induction intensity changes

Figure 5. shear rate changes

Figure 6. Temperature change

Combined with figure 4 and figure 5 and figure 6 MRF shear yield stress of the wheel location
characteristic curve shows that the curve is symmetric axis-ymmetric with wheel location at
h = 27.5mm , and the maximum shear yield stress on the axis of symmetry, in the magnetic induction
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intensity for 215 mt, the shear yield stress can reach 7.5 Kpa.
Respectively compared the rotary wheel location at h = 20mm with h = 5mm of the
magneto-rheological
fluid
layer,
shear
yield
stress
relative
increment
are
0.14mT ,0.15mT ,0.14mT ,0.15mT and 0.15mT ,0.14mT ,0.14mT ,0.14mT respectively, is almost
equal increment between them, visible known that in the MRF ferromagnetic particles magnetized
under the condition of uniform, Magneto-rheological fluid force characteristic curve moves between
the layers mainly depends on coupling degree between the material properties of the experimental
device and ferromagnetic particles of MRF.

5 Summary
In this paper, through establishing MRF inter-layer shear properties research device, by the dynamic
field that composite magnetic field and temperature field, and experiment research the different
position of MRF in space respectively, and combining with theoretical analysis, inter-layer particles
force calculation model is set up, the conclusion is as follows:
(1) The curve is symmetric axis-ymmetric with wheel location at h = 27.5mm , and the maximum
shear yield stress on the axis of symmetry, in the magnetic induction intensity for 215 mt, the shear
yield stress can reach 7.5 Kpa.
(2) In the MRF ferromagnetic particles magnetized under the condition of uniform,
Magneto-rheological fluid force characteristic curve moves between the layers mainly depends on
coupling degree between the material properties of the experimental device and ferromagnetic
particles of MRF.
(3) The relationship between Magneto-rheological fluid force characteristic curve moves between
the layers and the magnetic induction intensity and the relationship between shear rate is not close,
they just changed the whole curve in the shear yield stress on the direction of movement.
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